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1. Introduction.
If {an} is a sequence
sequence j un}, where
«»=

(ax+

(«2+

• • • +

of complex

numbers,

the

(a«)1'2)1'2)1'2

is called an infinite radical. The numbers a¡ are the elements of the
infinite radical, and the u¡ are called partial radicals.
Throughout
this paper a1'2 will mean that square root whose real
part is positive or zero. If a is a negative real number, a1'2 will be
defined to be on the positive imaginary axis. A set which is open and
connected is called an open region, and an open region with part or
all of its boundary is called a region. A region A is called a convergence
region for an infinite radical \un\ if the assumption
that all the elements a¡ lie in A is sufficient for the convergence
of \un\. A region A
is called a conditional convergence region if the assumption that all the
elements a¡ lie in A, together with another condition which restricts
the rapidity of growth of \a,-\, insures the convergence of {un\.
It is not difficult to prove that a necessary and sufficient condition
for a sequence \sn] of real numbers to be an infinite radical \un\ is
that {sn} be a monotonically
nondecreasing
sequence of non-negative
numbers. However, if \sn} is a sequence of complex numbers, the
situation is not so simple. If Pn is the region from which s„ may be
chosen, P„CPn-i,
for every n, but each Pn depends on the entire set
of numbers si, s2, ■ ■ ■ , s„_i, and therefore necessary and sufficient
conditions are rather involved and not very meaningful geometrically.
Vieta was probably the first to conceive of the idea of an infinite
radical [l, p. 595]. The famous infinite product
2/x = l/21/2-(l/2

+ l/2(l/2)1'2)1'2

•(1/2 + 1/2(1/2

+ l/2(l/2)1'2)1'2)1/2

• • •

appeared in 1593 in his derivation for the area of a unit circle. The
unconditional
convergence of this product was proved by Rudio in

1890 [7].
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Ramanujan
[ö],in 1911, obtained values for certain specific infinite
radicals, and Pólya [S], in 1916, gave a convergence criterion for
infinite radicals with positive real elements. In 1935, Herschfeld
[2]
proved the following necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of an infinite radical with positive real elements:
The sequence

j un} defined by
un = (a, +

(a, +

• • • + a»1'2)1'2)1'2,

a¡ > 0,

converges if and only if there exists a finite upper limit
lim sup a„

< oo .

n—»oo

The purpose of this paper is to determine conditional
regions for sequences
\uH] with complex elements.
Vitali Theorem for normal families of functions is used,
Herschfeld's criterion for infinite radicals with positive
This method is similar to that used previously
[3; 4]
continued fractions.

convergence
The Stieltjestogether with
real elements.
in the case of

2. Element regions and value regions. If all the elements a„ of the
infinite radical {w„} lie in a region A of the complex plane, A is called
an element region of the infinite radical. If the values of all partial
radicals un whose elements are in the region A lie in a region U, this
region U is called a value region corresponding
to the element region
A. It should be noted that a value region may contain other points
besides the values taken on by the partial radicals un.
Introduce the following iterative device for constructing
an infinite

radical {w„} :
Tn(z) = Tn-l(tn(z)),

0 > 1,

Tx(z) = (,{*),
ln(z) = (an + z)1/2,
One readily

sees that

for all n.

Tn(Q) =un.

Let ip(z) be any function of z and let V be any set in the complex
plane. Then \j/(V) is understood to be the set of all points \p(z) where

zGV.
Lemma 2.1. If two regions A and U in the complex plane are given

such that

(0

oeu,

and
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(ii)

tn(U) C U if a„e A,

then U is a value region corresponding

529

to the element region A.

Proof. We shall use induction to prove that every partial
Tn(0) is in U for any choice of the oí, a-¡, ■ ■ ■ , anÇiA.

radical

By (i) and (ii), for any choice of aiG.4,

Ti(0) € U.
Assume that,

for any choice of ai, a2, • • • , aAr_i£/l,

TN^(U) C U.
By (ii), for any a^&A,

In(U) c u.
Then

TN(U) = fr-iMP))

C U

for any choice of a\, a2, • • • , a^&A. Therefore, for every n, Tn(z) G U
for any choice of elements from A and any z£!7. Since 0£t/,
it
follows that T„(0) G U for every n and any choice of elements from A.

Theorem

2.1. Let d be an arbitrary fixed number, 0 <0 <w. Let aÇ:A

if and only if
|a| > 0

and

—d < arg a < g(d),

where

(it - 6/2 when 0 < 6 < 2ir/2>,
giß) - <
(2(tt - 0) wAerc 2ir/3 g 6 < tt.

Leí z(EU if and only if
| z| ^ 0

a«d

-6/2

< arg 3 < g(ö)/2.

7'Äew U is a value region corresponding

Proof.

Fix a„£A

to the element region A.

Then a„+ U is an angular

opening contained

in

A, and
(«»+
An application

of Lemma

3. The principal theorem.

P)1/2C

2.1 completes

U.
the proof of the theorem.

Define sequences

{fn(z)} and {<j>n(z)\ as

follows :
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Uz) = I an | eUa",
*„i»

= if riz) + ihiz)

+

• • • + (/„(z))1'2)1'2)1'2,

where
an =

These sequences

| an\eian,

and

—r

< an g

t.

will be used in the proof of the principal

theorem,

which follows.
Theorem 3.1. Let 0 be a fixed number, 0 <0 <t. Let e be an arbitrarily
small fixed positive number, 0<«<min
[0, g(0)]. Let aEAt if and only

if
|a| > 0

and

—6 + e < arg a < g(0) — e,

where g(0) is defined as in Theorem 2.1. Then the infinite radical
where
un

=

(ffll+

(a2+

■■ • +

{w„},

a«1'2)1'2)1'2,

converges if
(i)

aMG ^4<,

for every »,

(ii)

lim sup | a„ |2 " < ».
n—>»

Proof.

Define the region R as follows: z = x + iyER
-5

< x < 1 + ô,

where

if and only if

5 = e/(n- - «).

M <L
Let a»G^4e. Assume first that

0 g x < 1 + Ô.
Then, since
arg /„(z) = x arg o„,

we have
-0 < (1 + «)(-«
Next, assume

that

+ e) < arg/.(a)
—5<x<0.

Then,

< (1 + 5)[g(0) - e] < g(0).
since
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it follows that
-6<

- 8[g(6) - e]<

arg/n(Z)

< - 5(-d

+ e) < g(6).

Thus, if z<E.R and anÇ:Ae, fn(z) lies in the region A of Theorem
since/„(z)
clearly satisfies the requirement
|/n(z)| >0. Further,

2.1,

(fn(z) + P)1'2 C U,
where U is the region U of that theorem.
[<f>n(z)}. Hence, the expression
Uz)

+ (/m+1(z) +

Then U is a value region for

■ ■ • + (/„(z))1'2)1'2,

múq,

cannot be zero or a negative real number for any m, q.
In general, if h(z) is any holomorphic function of z in an open region
S, the function (b+h(z))112 has a branch point at any value of z for
which h(z) = —b. If S is such that for zÇzS, b-\-h(z) is not zero or a
negative real number, then (b+h(z))112 is holomorphic.
Clearly /„(z) is holomorphic
for zÇE.R. By the preceding remarks,
<£„(z) is holomorphic for s£Ä. According to a theorem due to Montel
(see, for example, [8, p. 218]), a family of holomorphic functions is
normal in a region 5 if there exist two distinct values which are not
assumed by any member of the family for z&S. Since </>„(z)G U for
every n and for all zÇlR, {<f>n(z)} is a normal family in R.

Denote by A the set of points zGP for which x = 0. Then, if zGA,
fn(z) is real and positive,

and
fn(z) =

| an\e~»a\

It is at this point that Herschfeld's criterion
zGA, the sequence {</>„(z)| converges if
lim sup ( | a„\ e~v"n)2~n <

zG

can be used. Thus,

A.

for

» .

n—*»

Therefore, condition (ii) insures the convergence of \<pn(z)} for zGA.
We have proved that |</>„(z)} is a normal family in R, and that
there is an infinite set of points A having a limit point in R, such that,

if zGA, lim„<0O0n(z) exists. Then by the Stieltjes-Vitali

Theorem

(see, for example, [8, p. 142]), |0„(z)} converges uniformly in every
compact set KC.R, and in particular
{<£„(1)} converges. Since
{<£„(1)} is the original sequence {un}, the proof of the theorem is

complete.
4. Best regions. It is possible that the conditional convergence
regions A( obtained in Theorem 3.1 do not have the widest possible
angular openings. We shall not attempt to answer this question in
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general, but we shall show by examples that for ß = 2w/3 there
infinite radicals which satisfy condition (ii) of Theorem 3.1 and
diverge if the angular opening of the element region is increased
yond that of At. In this sense, At is a best region. Here, aEAc if

only if, for arbitrarily

small e, 0<e<2ir/3,

|aI > 0

and

For our first example,
a2„_!

Then

\un\

diverges,

are
yet
beand

| arg a \ < 2ir/3 — e.

let the elements
=

ei2**\

a2n =

since, for every
u2n = 0

of {w„j be

and

e~i2^\

n,
u2„-i

= eirl3.

Our next example shows that the e in the definition of At cannot
be omitted and that the "buffer space" to the right of the rays
y — ± 2w/3 is really necessary. Let the elements of {un} be
atn-i = exp{¿[27r/3

-

a2n = exp{-»[27r/3

where r¡ is an arbitrary
real number
proved that, for every n,
| u2n | < r]

Hence,

and

iv/2)2"]},
-

iv/2)2"]},

such that

0<rj<l/4.

It can be

I W2n-i — eiTl3 \ < r¡.

{u„} does not converge.
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